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Abstract. This paper argues that the Sakha passive morpheme -IlIn- is the fos-
silised outcome of a bimorphemic ‘passive of passive’ construction still found in 
Modern Turkish. While this reanalyzed form is surface homophonous between pas-
sive and impersonal functions, we show that the two uses can be differentiated via 
several syntactic diagnostics and that the Sakha impersonal construction supports 
the existence of a syntactically-projected impersonal pronoun that may serve as 
Case Competitor and control/be controlled PRO. At the same time, the diachronic 
account presented in this paper has important implications for the reconstruction of 
the Common Turkic voice system and the status of ImpersP and VoiceP as distinct 
functional projections, instead suggesting that impersonal passive constructions 
involve the iteration of VoiceP.
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1. Introduction. In Turkish, doubling the passive morpheme -Il- productively results in an





‘One is shot (by one) in war’ (Özkaragöz 1986: 77, ex. 1c)
Recent work by Legate & Akkuù (2017) and Legate et al. (2020) argues that this doubling in-
volves two functionally distinct but homophonous morphemes which head distinct projections
stacked atop each other: namely, ImpersP and VoiceP. In the related Northern Siberian lan-





‘I was caught (just now.)’
We argue that Sakha has fossilised the originally doubled form in (1) and reanalysed it as a
monomorphemic element, which nevertheless retains its homophonous but structurally distinct
dual function as both a passive and impersonal head. Our paper not only presents a novel ac-
count of the diachronic origin of the Sakha morpheme -IlIn- with implications for the Com-
mon Turkic voice system, but also extends existing diagnostics teasing apart impersonal and
passive constructions. In addition, our findings support the existence of a syntactically-projected
impersonal pronoun which can serve as Case Competitor and control/be controlled PRO. Fi-
nally, we argue that the historical developement of the -IlIn- morpheme in Sakha suggests that
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impersonal passives involve the iteration of a single functional projection, rather than two dis-
tinct ones, such that ImpersP may be another flavour of VoiceP.
Section 2 provides an overview of the passive morpheme in Sakha, outlining its phono-
logical and morphosyntactic distribution and situating it in comparison to passive morphol-
ogy across the wider Turkic family. Turning then to the impersonal usage of -IlIn-, Section 3
presents several key syntactic diagnostics which differentiate between the passive and imper-
sonal constructions in Sakha. Section 4 proposes two underlying structures which derive these
syntactic differences, while Section 5 lays out the diachronic development of the Sakha (and
Common Turkic) voice system. Section 6 concludes.
2. Distribution of the passive morpheme.
2.1. ON ITS ALLOMORPHY. The passive morpheme in Sakha is a suffix with the basic shape







Traditionally, this morpheme has been described as alternating between two surface allomorphs:
-n- following stems ending with a vowel and -IlIn- after stems ending with a consonant (Sta-
chowski & Menz 1998: 424, Vinokurova 2005: 336, Ebata 2013: 18). Danilova & Vinokurova
(2015) identify a third form -nIlIn-, which they claim is the -IlIn- allomorph pleonastically
appended to the -n- allomorph as ‘disambiguation.’ However, our data and analysis instead
suggest that the difference between -n- and -(n)IlIn- is syntactic rather than phonological, with
-(n)IlIn- being the only true reflex of the passive morpheme. The surface alternation between










‘I was eaten (a while ago).’
The variation between -IlIn- and -nIlIn- does not derive from pleonastic stacking but simple -n-
insertion following vowel-final stems, directly mirroring other vowel hiatus resolution patterns







The morpheme is also phonologically-conditioned by following elements, surfacing with gemi-
nated /l/ as -IllI- before non-alveolar consonants and -Ill- with syncopation before vowels:3
2 The vowels in this morpheme are subject to vowel harmony in which they assimilate to the [±front] and [± round]
features of the last syllable of the stem. <I> indicates that the vowel is always [+high].
3 There is inter-speaker variation in regards to the outcome of /j/-final roots. While both Danilova & Vinokurova
(2015) and Stachowski & Menz (1998) state that final /j/ may be dropped, followed by a syncopated -lIn-, this synco-










The non-geminated/syncopated form shows up elsewhere (i.e. word-finally and before alveolar
consonants), as in (3). In Section 5.2, we will discuss how this phonological distribution can
be obtained by assuming an underlying /-IlIl-/ input. The alternative analysis in prior literature
may stem from the fact that some verbs cannot be passivised, instead using an anti-causative
morpheme that appears as -n- following a vowel and -In- following a consonant. One such
example is the vowel-final stem aha- ‘eat’, which can only take the semantically similar anti-










‘Food was eaten (a while ago.)’ (Anti-causative)
Evidence that -n- and -IlIn- are not true allomorphs comes from their contrasting ability to oc-










‘The star exploded’ (Anti-causative)
In (8-a), the explosion must have been caused by an implicit agent (e.g. aliens). In (8-b), the
explosion is more the result of a natural phenomenon like a supernova.
2.2. ON ITS MORPHOSYNTACTIC DISTRIBUTION. Having established the phonological shape
of the passive morpheme in various conditioning environs, we turn now to its morphosynatac-












‘Windows were broken’ (Passive)
Passive constructions in Sakha behave largely as expected, involving suppression of the agent
(i.e. uol ‘boy’) and promotion of the theme (i.e. tynnyk-ter ‘windows’). This results in the loss
of accusative marking in (9-b). Under a configurational approach to case assignment (Baker
2015), where accusative case is dependent and assigned in the presence of a higher c-commanding
4 A reviewer helpfully suggests testing ‘by-itself’ phrases, parallel to Turkish kendi kendine, which should be able
to occur with anti-causatives but not passives. Future work would test the availability of beje- ‘self’ DPs, which
Vinokurova (2005) notes can add ‘spontaneously’ or ‘without outside help’ semantics.
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DP, these passive constructions hence involve a single argument DP. As expected, the passive
verb agrees with the promoted theme for person and number, taking the 3PL suffix -1lar.
However, one unexpected feature of these constructions is their inability to take ‘by-phrases’,
in the sense that there is no way to re-introduce the agent via an oblique DP. As first noted by
Ebata (2013), this directly disputes Stachowski & Menz’s (1998: 432) claim that the agents














Intended: ‘I was caught by policemen’ (Ebata 2013: 23)




















‘The book was read (by Ali) quickly.’ (Legate et al. 2020: 4, ex. 2)
















‘In the forest, the boy was scratched using wood’
Note especially the minimal pair in (10-a) and (12-a), in which the only point of variation is
the animacy of the instrumentally-marked noun. Contra Ebata, we argue the actual generalisa-
tion is that any agent ‘by-phrase’ is impossible in passive constructions; what he takes to be
inanimate DPs with AGENT θ-roles are in fact INSTRUMENTS. This accounts for the supposed









‘My clothes were stretched (#using/*by Djulus)’
The only grammatical interpretation of the instrumental phrase in (13) is if Djulus is being
used as a tool with which to stretch the clothes, and not as the agent doing the stretching.
Thus, it is clear that Djulus can only bear an INSTRUMENT theta-role, and not an AGENT role;
Section 4 will elaborate on this observation with reference to passives’ underlying structure.
Another cross-linguistic oddity of Sakha passives will be highlighted in Section 3.2.4, where
they are shown to be incompatible with agent-oriented adverbs, again suggesting that the sup-
pression of agents in Sakha appears to be stronger or more extreme than in most languages.
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2.3. THE PASSIVE MORPHEME IN TURKIC. Throughout the Turkic languages, the passive
morpheme is almost always a monosyllabic morpheme that is usually reflected by -l- or its
dissimilatory allomorph -n- occurring after stems endings with -l-.5
Oghuz Karluk North Siberian South Siberian
Proto-Turkic Turkish Turkmen Uzbek Dolgan Sakha Old Turkic
*-(I)l- -(I)l/n- -(I)l/n- -(I)l/n- -IlIn- -IlIn- -(X)l-
Oghur Kipchak
Chuvash Tatar Kazakh Nogai Kyrghyz Crim. Tatar
-(Ǎ)n- -(Ě)l/n- -(I)l/n- -(I)l/n- -(I)l- -(I)l/n-
Table 1. Passive Morpheme throughout Turkic
Only Sakha and the closely related Dolgan have a disyllabic reflex -IlIn-, which nevertheless
behaves mostly like a normal passive. This seemingly-doubled appearance is striking and has
gone largely unexplained, with the exception of Böhtlingk’s (1851: 288) suggestion that -IlIn-
involves the reflexive morpheme -In- stacked on top of the passive morpheme -Il-. However,
the semantics of such a combination do not seem to lend itself to reanalysis as a simple pas-
sive. Instead, recent work on Turkish ‘passives of passives’ suggests a more enticing hypothe-
sis: that it is an impersonal morpheme appended to a homophonous passive morpheme.
3. Distribution of the impersonal morpheme.
3.1. TURKISH. As discussed by Legate & Akkuù (2017), while the Turkish passive morpheme
is fine with by-phrases (11-b) and non-human interpretation, it is ungrammatical with pseudo-
incorporated objects, unaccusative verbs, and verbs which take oblique arguments. In contrast,
the exact opposite pattern obtains with the homophonous impersonal morpheme, which disal-
lows by-phrases and non-human interpretation but allows the other aforementioned contexts.
Thus, (14) with unaccusative boğul- ‘drown’ is only fine with an impersonal interpretation and
















‘One hisses in the deserts.’ (Legate et al. 2020: 12, ex. 22b)
Furthermore, impersonal agents may both control and be controlled PRO, unlike in passives:






‘Onei wanted PROi to board the bus.’ (Legate et al. 2020: 14, ex. 27a)
5 cf. Berta (1998), Boeschoten (1998), Clark (1998), Csató (1998), Kirchner (1998a,b), Róna-Tas (1998), Schönig
(1998a,b), Erdal (2004), Kavitskaya (2010). While Old Turkic at its earliest stages does not have an attested passive
-(X)l-, it was already pervasive in Uighur (Erdal 1991: 651). Since other Turkic languages not descendent from Old
Turkic also have this passive morpheme, we remain satisfied with the traditional reconstruction of *(I)l. What is












Intended: ‘Hasan wanted to read the book quickly.’ (Legate & Akkuù 2017: ex. 9)
Earlier analyses of the impersonal function of -Il- suggest that it involves passives where the
agent has been demoted without promotion of the theme to subject position, producing an im-
personal passive (Özkaragöz 1986, Kiparsky 2013). Legate & Akkuù instead argue that the
impersonal morpheme is functionally distinct from the passive, such that the sentences in (14)
and (16-a) are active voice constructions with a null impersonal pronoun in Spec, VoiceP and
no demotion of the agent. In Section 4, we will adopt this latter account in our analysis of
Sakha impersonals. Before that, however, we will build on the diagnostics used to differenti-
ate (active) impersonal and passive constructions in Turkish to show that both functions also
exist in complementary distribution in Sakha.
3.2. IMPERSONALS IN SAKHA. The constructions bearing impersonal meaning with the ap-
parent passive morpheme have been identified by Vinokurova (2005: 336) and Ebata (2013:
22) as ‘syntactic passives’ or ‘impersonal passives’ respectively. In this paper, we specifically
draw a distinction between the active impersonal, and passive impersonal, and thus eschew the
somewhat muddied terminology of the previous literature. Thus, sentences in which the agent
of the construction is impersonal comprise the active impersonal, while sentences in which the
theme of the construction is impersonal comprise the passive impersonal. Crucially, -IlIn- can
only instantiate the former active type, as will be shown by the diagnostics below; the absence
of the latter (equivalent to the Turkish example (1)) will be discussed in Section 4.1.
3.2.1. ACCUSATIVE RETENTION AND 3SG AGREEMENT. Accusative marking on the theme










‘One feeds the earth’ (Impersonal)
Semantically, the difference between the sentences in (17) is that the passive sentence is a
characterising statement evoking the general state of the earth. In contrast, the impersonal
construction strongly requires some human agent to be conducting the action of feeding (i.e.
sowing.) In conjunction with this, passivised verbs show agreement with the promoted theme,
but impersonal verbs can only take default 3SG agreement. Thus, accusative retention and any










‘One does not break customs’ (Impersonal)
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This requirement for default agreement is characteristic of impersonal constructions cross-
linguistically (Egerland 2003). Taken together, this complementary distribution is strong evi-
dence for the fact that impersonals do not involve promotion of the theme but instead retain
some 3SG agent in subject position, unlike passives.6
3.2.2. INTRANSITIVITY. A well known diagnostic distinguishing between unaccusative and
unergative verbs is that the former cannot be passivised, while the latter can. This is also true
of passivisation in Sakha. However, while unaccusative verbs like ti:j- ‘arrive’ cannot be pas-




















‘One can arrive [there] by a car in two days’. (Impersonal)
Only constructions which have an underlying theme available for promotion can be passivised.
However, this requirement does not hold for impersonals, again indicating a lack of promotion.
3.2.3. HUMAN AGENT. Just like in Turkish (15), verbs which select for semantically inani-










Intended: ‘In winter, one flies’ (Birds)
The unaccusative verb t1l- ‘bloom’ in (20-a) requires an impersonal construal. However, this
impersonal interpretation is blocked because the salient subject is flowers, resulting in ungram-
maticality. Similarly, (20-b) is unavailable as an impersonal if the intended context is birds mi-
grating for the winter, but can be marginal if one coerces a reading of humans flying for travel.
This clearly shows that the requirement is not one of animacy, but of humanhood.
3.2.4. AGENT ADVERBS. In line with the requirement for a human agent, impersonals can














‘One will intentionally bake breads’ (Impersonal)
6 Baker (2015: §5.3) argues that accusative retention in Sakha is evidence that even weak implicit arguments (i.e.
the demoted agent of passives) can serve as case competitors for dependent case assignment. Our analysis, where
constructions with accusative retention are impersonal and those without are passive, instead show that only strong
implicit arguments (i.e. the silent impersonal pronoun) may be case competitors, not weak ones. This would put
Sakha in line with languages like Finnish and Quechua on Baker’s implicational hierarchy of nominal expressions.
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One might suspect that this infelicity is caused by the inanimacy of kiliep ‘bread’. However,







‘One intentionally pet the dog’ NOT ‘The dogi was pet, as iti intended’
On the surface, this construction seems homophonous between impersonal and passive constru-
als. However, only the impersonal reading is licit, in which the petter is acting intentionally; it
cannot be that the dog was seeking to be pet (i.e. the adverb is necessarily agent-oriented, not
subject-oriented.) Hence, even with an animate theme, sorujan forces an impersonal reading.







‘One will intentionally scratch the boy’
NOT ‘The boyi will be scratched, as hei intended’
This emphasises that impersonal constructions have an agent which agent-oriented adverbs
can modify, while passive constructions do not. Interestingly, a reviewer highlights that regu-
lar passives in Turkish are compatible with agent-oriented adverbs like kasten ‘intentionally’;
indeed, Sakha is cross-linguistically unusual in prohibiting these adverbs in passive construc-
tions. This may suggest that the demoted agent in Sakha passives is further removed or more
inaccessible than in other languages like Turkish. We leave the investigation of this to future
work.
3.2.5. EXCEPTIONAL CASE MARKING. Vinokurova (2005: 261) observes that Sakha allows














‘I hoped you would win today’ (Vinokurova 2005: 361)
Baker & Vinokurova (2010) analyse these as embedded subjects crossing a clause boundary,
becoming a case competitor for the matrix subject and receiving dependent case (Baker 2015).
For the purposes of this paper, we assume this to be the correct analysis.7 ECM configurations
thus provide key evidence for the syntactic structure of impersonal constructions; crucially, the






















‘One hopes that they win today’ (Impersonal)
Under a configurational approach to case, this suggests that the impersonal DP in the matrix
7 Unlike cf. Kornfilt & Preminger (2015), who dispute how nominative case is assigned in these constructions.
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clause is syntactically projected, c-commanding the raised element. In contrast, no such higher
(agent) DP exists to assign accusative case in passive constructions.
3.2.6. CONTROL. Finally, passives and impersonals also differ in their behaviour in non-finite
clauses. As in Turkish (16), the impersonal argument can both control and be controlled PRO:






‘Onei does not want PROi to die in war’ (Impersonal)






‘Onei loves PROi to arrive by car’ (Impersonal)
In contrast, the promoted theme of a matrix passive cannot control PRO:
(28) min [kinige a:K-1ll1-an] baKar-a-b1n
1SG book read-PASS-CVB want-AOR-1SG
‘I want the book to be read (*by me)’ (Passive)
While (28) is fine with the reading that the speaker wants the book to be read by someone
else/in general, it is wholly ungrammatical under the interpretation that the speaker wants to







Intended: ‘I am wanted to be liked (by myself/someone else)’ (Passive)
(29) is equally bad if the speaker is wanted to be liked by someone else, or if the speaker is
wanted to be liked by themselves. All this suggests that the impersonal pronoun is syntacti-
cally projected in a way the promoted theme of the passive is not.
3.3. SUMMARY. These diagnostics all point to a difference in how the syntactic subject is
derived: in impersonals, the subject is a (silent) human agent, available for case-assignment
and control. In passives, this subject is derived by promoting and raising the theme argument,
while the agent is demoted and inaccessible for the aforementioned relationships. We thus ex-
pect two different underlying structures for these nearly string-identical constructions.
4. Morphosyntactic structure. We assume the distinction between feature interpretability and
valuation (Pesetsky & Torrego 2007), where uninterpretable features must be deleted before
Spell-Out via AGREE with a relevant interpretable counterpart, which also results in valuation
of an unvalued feature. Following Legate & Akkuù’s (2017) analysis of Turkish, we propose





























In a canonical passive, VoiceP fails to introduce an external argument in its specifier (Legate
2014). The single theme DP raises to subject position in Spec, TP, agreeing with T (which sur-
faces with non-3SG agreement as appropriate.) As the sole available DP, it can only receive
nominative case; furthermore, while this DP has no restrictions on animacy, it cannot co-occur
with agent-oriented adverbs due to its THEME θ-role. Finally, the syntactic absence of a c-
commanding agent DP prevents ECM on elements raised into passivised clauses and also can-
not be controlled. At the same time, the verb simply successively head-moves through Voice
and T to check its voice and tense features, resulting in suffixation of the relevant morphemes.






































Impersonal constructions are active, with a silent pronoun first-merged in either Spec, VoiceP
(as transitive/unergative agents) or as the complement of VP (as unaccusative themes). Fol-
lowing Legate & Akkuù (2017), this pronoun is licensed by an impersonal projection which
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confers upon it a [+human] interpretation restriction via φ-feature AGREE. The pronoun then
raises to Spec, TP, obligating default 3SG agreement on T even if the transitive theme is non-
3SG. In transitive and ECM structures, the impersonal pronoun c-commands this theme, result-
ing in accusative marking on the lower DP. Finally, because there is a syntactically-projected
agent, agent-oriented adverbs and Control relationships are available. As in (30-a), the verb
head-moves through the higher projections; this time, however, it also moves into Impers. Cru-
cially, the fact that instrumental case-marked DPs are available in impersonal constructions
as in (19-b) and elsewhere is good evidence that these obliques do not introduce DPs with
AGENT θ-roles but INSTRUMENT ones, since impersonals already have a distinct syntactically-
projected pronoun bearing the AGENT role.
4.1. MOTIVATING IMPERSP. Legate & Akkuù (2017) argue that overt evidence for ImpersP
comes from the ‘passive of passive’ constructions as in (1), in which the morpheme -Il- is ap-









‘In the forest, one is bitten (by the snakes).’ (Legate et al. 2020: 27, ex. 59a)
However, any attempt to stack the Sakha passive/impersonal morpheme -IlIn- in the phonologi-










‘One is caught in a net.’
While -IlIn- clearly produces distinct active impersonal and passive constructions, it lacks the
ability form passive impersonals in the same way as doubled Turkish -Il-. Given that the sur-
face form of -IlIn- looks bimorphemic, this gap is puzzling – why would the morpheme not re-
tain the function of the construction it was ‘frozen’ and taken over from? We believe that a di-
achronic explanation not only sheds light on this issue, but furthermore suggests that ImpersP
and VoiceP are not distinct projections but rather an iterated VoiceP of different ‘flavours.’8
5. Diachrony. Building off the Sakha voice system, we propose that the following morphemes
can be reconstructed for at least Common Turkic: firstly, there is the passive morpheme *-Il-,
with a dissimilatory allomorph *-In- following *l final stems. Secondly, we can reconstruct a








‘How can one go to the post office?’ (Boeschoten 1998: 364)
This sentence must be impersonal since the verb selects for an oblique argument. Finally, we
8 Note that this would not lead to multiple external arguments, as only VoiceACTIVEP can introduce an argument in its
specifier; we assume that VoiceIMPERSP, like VoicePASSP, cannot. We thank a reviewer for raising this concern.
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can reconstruct a productive doubling of these aforementioned morphemes as *-Il-In- (with
synchronic dissimilation) to derive a passive impersonal.9 Turkish is conservative in preserving
this three-way system exactly as described above. At least some languages (including Uzbek)
continue the two-way passive and active impersonal functions, although further investigation
must be done on this point. However, most languages subsequently lost the third option of pro-
ductive doubling. With this picture in mind, we can account for the development of the Sakha
passive morpheme as follows.
5.1. DEVELOPMENT IN SAKHA. We argue that the impersonal passive was reanalyzed as a
passive. The bridging context for this shift is as follows: due to Sakha being a pro-drop lan-
guage, a passive impersonal in the earlier language could have easily been mistaken for a per-
sonal passive with a silent 3SG subject:
(35) a. tut-ul-un-n-a.
catch-PASS-IMP-PST-3SG





‘He was caught.’ (Sakha: Personal passive)
The semantic overlap of the two sentences in (35) is substantial. In each, the theme identifies
a human who has been caught. Without an overt subject, it is impossible to tell from the 3SG
agreement whether the theme is personal or impersonal – i.e., the difference between ‘real’
agreement with pro and ‘default’ agreement with the similarly silent impersonal pronoun is


















Thus, an impersonal passive becomes a simple passive. This simplification of functional pro-
jections is well-motivated by learners’ desire for structural economy in the absence of evi-
dence for more articulated structure, as is often the impetus for syntactic diachronic change
(Roberts & Roussou 2003, van Gelderen 2011). This account has several explanatory points in
its favour – for one, the reason why Sakha currently lacks a true impersonal passive is because
the functional ‘gap’ left behind by the change in (36) has yet to be filled.
5.2. PHONOLOGY. Furthermore, this account explains the odd phonological distribution of
Sakha as in Section 2.1. Consider again the allomorphs -(n)Ill-, found before vowels, and
9 Doubled forms with impersonal passive or passive/middle interpretations exist in at least in middle Old Turkic
(as a middle in Erdal (1991: 639)), Nogai (as a passive, cf. Csató (1998: 338), Turkish (as a impersonal passive,
cf. Legate & Akkuù (2017)), Kazakh (as passives marginally, cf. Mukhamedova (2015: 212)), and according to our
analysis Dolgan/Sakha -(I)l(I)n-.
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-(n)IllI-, found before [-alveolar] consonants. The second /l/ in the geminate cluster cannot
underlyingly be an /n/, because the regular assimilatory outcome of /-ln-/ clusters is [-nn-]:10
(37) ilin-im → inn-im ‘my front’ (with syncope of unstressed /i/)
front-1SG (Anderson 1998: 18)
Contra Böhtlingk (1851), this suggests that -IlIn- must come from *-Il- + *-Il- with synchronic
dissimilation, and not *-Il- + *-In-. The change in (36) hence accounts for the rightmost/lower
syllable originating as passive *-Il-, rather than reflexive *-In-. We can thus derive the surface
allomorphy in Section 2.1 as follows:
(38) a. /-IlIl-/
syncope









Before non-alveolar consonants (e.g. /b/), an epenthetic /I/ is inserted to break up the non-
homorganic consonant cluster. In contrast, alveolar consonants (e.g. /t/) assimilate fully to the
nasality of the dissimilated morpheme-final /n/, producing a nasal geminate as in (2).
5.3. IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPERSP. Interestingly, (36) predicts that the impersonal passive was
reanalysed as a passive only, and not necessarily a simple impersonal. Indeed, the semantic
overlap with an active impersonal active is much less clear:
(39) a. tut-ul-un-n-a.
catch-PASS-IMP-PST-3SG
‘(Some)one was caught’ (Pre-Sakha: Impersonal passive)
b. tut-ulun-n-a
catch-IMP-PST-3SG
‘One caught.’ (Sakha: Impersonal active)
Unlike the pair in (35), the θ-roles on the silent arguments in (39) are different; requiring a
THEME and AGENT respectively. In order to explain the current ability of -IlIn- to have active
impersonal meaning as well, it must be that the original impersonal morpheme *-Il- ‘tagged
along’ when the passive morpheme *-Il- was replaced by -IlIn- as in (36). This lockstep shift
is not predicted under an account where ImpersP and (passive) VoiceP are distinct projections
with homophonous heads. Instead, it must be that impersonal passives involve the iteration of
a single functional head VoiceP, where the difference between impersonal and passive meaning
is derived from the value of the interpretable voice feature borne on the head and the pres-
ence/absence of a [+human] φ-feature. We leave the full implications of this alternative view
to future work, but seek to emphasise that diachronic evidence can provide key insight as to
viability of proposed synchronic structures.
6. Conclusion. In sum, our paper has demonstrated that the Sakha morpheme -IlIn- is ho-
mophonous between impersonal and passive uses, but that these functions can be differentiated
via cross-linguistically consistent syntactic diagnostics. At the same time, the oddly doubled
synchronic surface form of this morpheme belies a complicated diachronic development path-
way, involving reanalysis of a passive impersonal or ‘passive of passive’ construction (still at-
10 We assume a phonological process of syncope whereby unstressed high vowels may be lost depending on adjacent
consonants. Further study of this syncope must be conducted to confirm its exact conditioning environments.
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tested in modern Turkish.) By providing a new etymology for -IlIn- as largely unrelated to the
reflexive/anti-causative morpheme, our analysis allows us to further articulate the Common
Turkic voice system as well as question the functional status of ImpersP and (passive) VoiceP
as distinct projections. All in all, this paper is an example of how the study of diachrony can
illuminate apparently obscure aspects of the synchronic distribution of morphemes.
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